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The Farris Channel
by
Jacqueline Lichtenberg
http://astore.amazon.com/simegen-20
The Long awaited story of the founding of the House of Zeor is here.
The multi-generation saga of the founding of the legendary House of Zeor, that began with Rimon Farris's story in First Channel (Sime~Gen, Book Three), continued with the story of Rimon's son, Zeth Farris, in Channel's Destiny (Sime~Gen, Book Five), now culminates with the story of Zeth's son, Del Rimon Farris, in The Farris Channel

Jacqueline Lichtenberg, author of House of Zeor, Unto Zeor Forever and many other books in the Sime~Gen Universe has released this via Wildside Press’s Borgo Imprint, the 12th book in the saga of humanity divided against itself. This is the story of how the House of Zeor - that we were introduced to in the book of the same name - was founded. 
This is the book that you pledged to buy when joining The Founding 400.  The 400 List is printed in the book, and characters named from it.. This is the book that answers burning questions posed by the fans.

The Farris Channel (and the complete saga so far) can be bought in paperback editions or in Ebook formats.
The Selyn was not dissipating as it would from a corpse, yet not pulsing and circulating as with a living being. For Rimon Farris, time had stopped.

To buy your copy of The Farris Channel, try these links.
http://astore.amazon.com/simegen-20
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/jacqueline-lichtenberg
Also available on iTunes. 
Search for Jacqueline Lichtenberg in the book section

{ Please Note: This and other Sime~Gen books and eBooks are available only online }
To keep up to date on the latest news for The Farris Channel, other new and reprinted works in the Sime~Gen Saga and other related works of Jacqueline Lichtenberg and Jean Lorrah, check  http://out-territory.blogspot.com/
“Call me Delri, 
I am not my Grandfather.” 
(Del Rimon Farris)

          Sime~Gen has a FaceBook group where the authors and fans get together to share information, ask questions, and plan meetings at Sci-Fi Conventions. https://www.facebook.com/groups/121838917889519/ 

New books also available in the Sime~Gen Saga:
Personal Recognizance (Book 9) by Jacqueline Lichtenberg.
The Story Untold and Other Sime~Gen Stories (Book 10) by Jean Lorrah.
To Kiss or To Kill (Book 11) by Jean Lorrah

